Phonological tasks are highly predictive of reading development but their complexity obscures the underlying mechanisms driving this association. There are three key components hypothesised to drive the relationship between phonological tasks and reading; (a) the linguistic nature of the stimuli, (b) the phonological complexity of the stimuli, and (c) the production of a verbal response. We isolated the contribution of the stimulus and response components separately through the creation of latent variables to represent specially designed tasks that were matched for procedure. These tasks were administered to 570 6 to 7-year-old children along with standardised tests of regular word and non-word reading. A structural equation model, where tasks were grouped according to stimulus, revealed that the linguistic nature and the phonological complexity of the stimulus predicted unique variance in decoding, over and above matched comparison tasks without these components. An alternative model, grouped according to response mode, showed that the production of a verbal response was a unique predictor of decoding beyond matched tasks without a verbal response. In summary, we found that multiple factors contributed to reading development, supporting multivariate models over those that prioritize single factors. More broadly, we demonstrate the value of combining matched task designs with latent variable modelling to deconstruct the components of complex tasks.
Introduction
Although performance on tasks of phonological processing is strongly predictive of early reading (e.g. Melby- Lervag, Lyster, & Hulme, 2012) , the underlying cognitive mechanisms that drive these relationships remain the subject of debate. One source of uncertainty is the complexity of phonological tasks, with many cognitive components potentially driving the associations with reading (as discussed by Bowey, 2007; Protopapas, 2014; Ramus & Ahissar, 2012; Snowling, Chiat, & Hulme, 1991) . Take, for example, three classic measures of phonological skill that have been found to be highly predictive of children's reading achievement; phoneme isolation (e.g. 'what is the first sound in san?'; Lervag, Braten, & Hulme, 2009; Puolakanaho et al., 2007) , phoneme deletion (e.g. ' what is san without the s? ' Hulme, Bowyer-Crane, Carroll, Duff, & Snowling, 2012; Muter, Hulme, Snowling, & Stevenson, 2004) , and nonword repetition (e.g. 'say san '; de Jong, 1998; Nation & Hulme, 2011) . Each of these tasks share three key features: (a) the linguistic nature of the stimuli (which are usually words or pseudowords), (b) the phonological complexity of the stimuli (words can be segmented into phonemes), and (c) the response mode (which is nearly always by verbal report). In addition, there are demands on attention, short-term and working memory, and the ability to understand instructions during task execution. Since performance variability can result from the effect of any one, or combinations of these factors, it is typically not possible to discern the contributions of specific components. Of course, the issue of task complexity extends beyond reading research, and similar discussions have arisen in many areas of cognition (e.g., working memory, Conway et al., 2005 ; executive function, Hughes, 2011 ; language in relation to Theory of Mind, Milligan, Astington, & Dack, 2007) .
The current study aimed to address these methodological and measurement issues by isolating the unique contribution of ES/H031685/1; PI Laura Shapiro). We are immensely grateful for the support and participation of the staff and pupils at the schools. Thanks go to the Research Assistants from Aston University who collected the data; http://www.aston.ac.uk/ alp/. stimulus and response mode respectively to the prediction of early decoding skills, while controlling as closely as possible for auxiliary task demands. This was achieved by using sets of carefully matched tasks as indicators for latent variables representing each component, and by partialing out memory and non-verbal reasoning ability.
Solutions to the problem of task complexity
A standard approach to disentangling complex tasks within cognitive psychology is to compare matched tasks with a common procedure. For example, Vandermosten et al. (2011) isolated the linguistic component of categorical perception tasks by comparing performance on a common task involving speech vs. non-speech stimuli matched for temporal cues (see Banai & Ahissar, 2006; Groth, Lachmann, Riecker, Muthmann, & Steinbrink, 2011 for similar paradigms). Another example comes from Majerus, Linden, Mulder, Meulemans, and Peters (2004) , who isolated the role of sublexical knowledge on verbal short-term memory by comparing tasks using illegal vs. legal nonwords matched for procedure. These types of matched task designs are a fruitful way to examine the relative influences of different aspects of complex tasks. However, the studies relied on individual tasks to measure each construct and used relatively small samples. Outcomes may therefore be affected by heterogeneity in their samples, test sensitivity and method variance.
In contrast, latent variable modelling, or factor analysis (as exemplified in Ramus, Marshall, Rosen, & van der Lely, 2013) enables a more accurate estimate of an underlying skill by representing the commonalities among a range of measures, and extracting idiosyncratic task-specific factors as error variance. Additionally, structural equation modelling enables the correlations between latent variables to be explicitly modelled, providing an estimate of the unique contribution of each factor on an outcome (Byrne, 2010; Tabachnik & Fidell, 2007) . Many studies on the role of phonological skills in reading development have used latent variable approaches (see Bowey, 2007 for a review). Nevertheless, the use of latent variables does not necessarily lead to a purer measure of each construct. Instead, the meaning of each latent variable is tied to the choice of indicators (measured variables) and the predictive power of each latent variable may depend on whether additional task demands are balanced equally between different constructs. In particular, the predictive power of a broad latent variable encompassing classic phonological tasks may be exacerbated by the breadth of skills they challenge (e.g. working memory, attention).
We propose that the role of specific components of complex tasks can be isolated using matched task designs in combination with latent variable modelling. For example, tasks can be created that follow a common procedure but vary in one crucial aspect (e.g., the response type: verbal or pointing using a touch screen). These closely matched tasks can then be used as indicators for correlated, but distinct latent variables (e.g., 'verbal response' and 'non-verbal response'). The uniqueness of the component (in this case the verbal response) is extracted by the latent variable and then linked to an outcome (in this case decoding) using structural equation modelling. As the tasks vary along only one dimension, auxiliary demands are controlled for as closely as possible through the covariance between the factors (e.g., see Kane et al., 2004 for a similar approach in the context of working memory).
The current study
The goal of the present study was to investigate the importance of three fundamental components of phonological tasks in the prediction of early decoding skills: The first two related to stimulus (the linguistic nature and phonological complexity of the stimulus) and the third concerned response mode (verbal response).
A large sample of 6 to 7-year-old children (UK Year 2) was tested in order to capture an intermediate stage of reading development when phonological skills are most critical (Ehri, 2005) . Decoding (regular and pseudoword reading) was used as the outcome measure as phonological processing more directly impacts on the reading proficiency of phonologically transparent items (Snow & Juel, 2007) .
The classic tasks of phoneme isolation, deletion and nonword repetition were used as templates for four sets of novel tasks created through the systematic manipulation of stimulus type and response requirement; (1) tones with a non-verbal response (non-linguistic, non-verbal), (2) phonemes with a non-verbal response (linguistic, non-verbal), (3) phonemes with a verbal response (linguistic, verbal) , and (4) pseudowords with a verbal response (phonologically complex, verbal) . Tones with a verbal response were not included as pilot studies indicated that children could not reliably provide a verbal response to tonal stimuli. Similarly, pseudowords with a non-verbal response were not included as these tasks could not be matched in procedure to our other non-verbal response tasks. The consequences of using a design that was not full-factorial are explained in the discussion.
All twelve tasks were used as indicators for latent variables/factors that defined specific task components. We initially built a full model that combined both stimulus and response factors. However, it was not possible to calculate as extremely high correlations between factors (multicollinearity) caused by each task loading on both a stimulus and response factor meant that they could not be reliably separated in the prediction of decoding (see Rigdon, 1995 for a discussion). Therefore, we tested two alternative models of our measures, structured either by stimulus or by response. The Stimulus model began with a tone factor (task-set 1), while the addition of a phoneme factor (task sets 2 and 3) represented the contribution of simple linguistic stimuli, and the addition of a pseudoword factor (task set 4) represented the contribution of complex linguistic stimuli to the prediction of decoding skills. Auxillary task demands (such as understanding of instructions, attention and working memory load) were represented by the tone factor, leaving only stimulus-specific contributions to be made from the phoneme and pseudoword factors. The Response model began with a non-verbal response factor (task-sets 1 and 2), and the addition of the verbal response factor (task sets 3 and 4) represented the contribution of a verbal response. In both cases, the effects of verbal and visual-spatial short-term memory, and non-verbal reasoning were partialed out.
Predictions
All phonological theories of reading implicate the processing of phonological (linguistic) stimuli as central to the relationship with reading (Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008; Snowling & Hulme, 1994) . In addition, reading requires one to create and store accurate representations of speech units (words or pseudowords) comprising a series of segments (Snowling, 2000; Snowling & Hulme, 1994) . Therefore, we predict that both the linguistic nature and the phonological complexity of the stimuli in phonological tasks should drive the prediction of reading. In contrast, there is disagreement over whether giving a verbal response is critical. Research suggests that phonological tasks requiring a non-verbal response predict reading to a similar degree as those requiring a verbal response (e.g., Gayan & Olson, 2003; Hulslander et al., 2004) . However, the measures in these studies were not matched for the length of stimuli or processing demands, so a direct comparison of response type was not possible. However, other research has shown that paired associate learning tasks that required a verbal output predicted word reading while equivalent tasks requiring a visual output (a drawing) contributed no additional variance (Litt, de Jong, van Bergen, & Nation, 2013) . Therefore, based on this work, we predict that producing a verbal response should also be uniquely important for reading.
Our predictions for each model are that:
The simple linguistic nature of the stimulus: The factor (latent variable) representing phonemes will predict unique variance in decoding over and above the factor representing tones. (b) The phonological complexity of the stimulus: The factor representing pseudowords will predict unique variance in decoding over and above the factor representing phonemes.
The Response model
(a) The factor representing a verbal response will predict unique variance in decoding over and above the factor representing a non-verbal response.
Method

Participants
All 585 children registered in Year 2 classes across 12 schools in the Birmingham area of the UK were invited to participate in the study. This is the third year of formal reading instruction in the UK. Parents were sent a letter informing them about the study and providing the opportunity to opt-out, while overall consent was given by the Headteacher. Twelve children did not participate, mainly due to parental opt-out. Of the remaining 573 children, complete data were available for 570 (48.5% boys) with a mean age of 6 years and 11 months (range = 6; 4-7; 6). Thirty children (5.2%) spoke English as an additional language but all had been in English-speaking education since the beginning of formal schooling. Most of the sample was White British (77%) with the remaining 23% coming from a variety of backgrounds including Indian, Pakistani and Black Caribbean. The proportion of children eligible for free school meals across the 12 schools ranged from 4.3% to 40.1%, with a mean of 22.32% (SD = 16.42) which is slightly higher than the national average of 18.3% (Department for Education, 2013). 
Exogenous (predictor) measures
All children were administered the Component Phonological Skills Assessment Scales (CPSAS) (Cunningham, Witton, Talcott, Burgess, & Shapiro, 2011) . The CPSAS consisted of four task-sets that systematically varied the properties of the stimuli (tones, phonemes and pseudowords) and response type (non-verbal and verbal). For each task-set, there were three individual tasks (ISOLATION, REPETITION and DELETION) giving 12 scales in total (see Fig. 1 ).
(1) Tone sequences with a non-verbal response (TonesNVR).
(2) Phoneme sequences with a non-verbal response (PhonemesNVR). (3) Phoneme sequences with a verbal response (PhonemesVR). (4) Pseudowords with a verbal response (PseudowordsVR).
Task instructions
Each task consisted of 21 items, divided into 3 levels of increasing difficulty.
Level 1. Three practice items followed by 9 trials consisting of sequences of two stimuli (tones or phonemes), or individual single-syllable pseudowords. Children were required to isolate or delete the first stimulus of the tone or phoneme sequence (or initial phoneme of the pseudoword), repeat both stimuli of the tone or phoneme sequence in order (or repeat back the whole pseudoword). Level 2. Two practice trials followed by 6 items consisting of sequences of three stimuli (tones or phonemes), or longer single-syllable pseudowords. Children were required to isolate or delete the last stimulus of the tone or phoneme sequence (or final phoneme of the pseudoword), repeat all three stimuli of the tone or phoneme sequence in order (or repeat back the whole pseudoword). Level 3. The final level consisted of 2 practice items, followed by 6 items, consisting of sequences of 4 stimuli (tones and phonemes), or multi-syllable pseudowords. Requirements to isolate, delete or repeat were the same as for level 2.
Training associations
For the TonesNVR and PhonemesNVR tasks, children gave their responses by pressing one of 3 identical aliens presented horizontally on a screen. Children were given training at the start of each task-set so they could learn to associate each alien with its corresponding tone or phoneme. During training, the computer played one of the three tones or phonemes (each was played five times in random order) and the child had to press the alien that made that same sound. If they got 10 or more out of 15 correct, they passed the training and proceeded to the main tasks. If they did not pass the training, it was repeated up to three times, after which, the tasks were administered even if the last training session had been failed. 526 (92.3%) passed the TonesNVR training and 564 children (98.9%) passed the PhonemesNVR training.
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The PhonemesVR tasks were the same as PhonemesNVR tasks, except that the computer screen was facing the experimenter and the children provided their responses verbally. There was no training phase but all children were able to repeat each phoneme clearly at least once before the tasks began.
Stimuli
For the Tone tasks, the three stimuli were 300-ms pure tones of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz, produced with a 44.1 kHz sample rate and 16-bit encoding and presented with an inter-stimulus interval of 300 ms. Each tone was gated with a 10-ms raised cosine rise and fall time to prevent audible clicks at onset and offset. These frequencies were chosen because they are easily discriminated based on pitch, and because they all fall within a range dominated by the same underpinning neural mechanisms for perception (Moore, 2003) . The 500 Hz tone was associated with the left-hand alien, the 1000 Hz tone with the central alien, and the 2000 Hz tone with the right-hand alien, i.e. in left-right order of increasing pitch. The order in which the recordings were played was the same across isolation, repetition and deletion.
For the PhonemesNVR and PhonemeVR tasks the three stimuli were the stop consonants /g/, /k/, /p/ presented for 500 ms, produced with a 44.1 kHz sample rate and 16-bit encoding, presented with an inter-stimulus interval of 300 ms. The /g/ was associated with the left-hand alien, the /k/ with the central alien, and the /p/ with the right-hand alien. The order of stimuli for each item (in terms of position of the aliens) was identical to the tone tasks. Stop consonants were chosen as these are the earliest acquired of the consonants (Kilminster & Laird, 1978) . Phonemes were played from recordings made in Audacity (version 1.3.4-beta, 2011), selected at random from a pool of 28 recordings of two female voices.
For the PseudowordsVR tasks a selection of 21 pseudowords were used to cover a range of difficulty: 12 single-syllable pseudowords were taken from the YARC sound isolation task (Snowling et al., 2009 ) and 9 multi-syllable pseudowords (2-5 syllables) were taken from the Children's Test of Non-word Repetition (Gathercole, Willis, Baddeley, & Emslie, 1994) . Pseudowords were recorded in Audacity (2011) with a 44.1 kHz sample rate and 16-bit encoding.
All tasks were administered on a notebook computer. The tone and phoneme tasks were developed using the 'pygame' module in Python to create interactive touch-screen displays (Sweigart, 2010) . The pseudoword tasks were programmed in E-prime (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002) . Sample-specific reliabilities are reported in Table 1. 2.3. Endogenous (outcome) measures 2.3.1. Decoding
Three measures of decoding were used. Regular word reading from the British Ability Scales-2 school-age battery (Elliot, Smith, & McCulloch, 1996) . Children were asked to read as many words as possible from a list of increasing difficulty containing a mixture of regular (43) 
Control measures
Non-verbal reasoning was assessed using the British Ability Scales 2 Matrices test.
Verbal short-term memory was assessed using the British Ability Scales 2 Recall of Digits sub-test (Elliot et al., 1996) .
Visuo-spatial short-term memory was assessed using a computerised version of Corsi blocks (the touchscreen programme from De Lillo, 2004 was adapted to follow the standard procedure in; Kessels, van Zandvoort, Postma, Kappelle, & de Haan, 2000) .
Procedure
All children were tested during the second trimester of Year 2 (US 2nd Grade) between January and March. Tasks were administered by a trained team of 12 research assistants in a quiet area outside the classroom. Testing conditions and experimenter consistency were monitored twice per research assistant by the first author. The four task-sets were administered in fixed order from easiest to most difficult over 4 sessions lasting approximately 20 min each (PhonemesVR, PseudowordsVR, PhonemesNVR, and TonesNVR). Tasks were administered through headphones (Sennheiser, HD 25-111) at a comfortable hearing level that was equated across computers.
Data preparation
Most variables were approximately normally distributed with skew and kurtosis values below 1 (see Table 1 ). Large negative skew and positive kurtosis values were evident for the verbal and non-verbal phoneme isolation tasks. Inverse transformation (1/X Highest À X i ) of these variables notably normalised the distributions so the transformed scores were used in the analyses. The resulting dataset displayed multivariate normality (critical ratio of multivariate kurtosis = 1.68). Finally, the data were screened for multivariate outliers. distinctively apart from the others, therefore it was eliminated from analyses (Byrne, 2010) .
Statistical analysis
Two structural equation models were built for which five fit statistics are reported. As v 2 is known to be sensitive to sample size and is less reliable for large samples such as in the current study (Tabachnik & Fidell, 2007) (Tabachnik & Fidell, 2007) . All models were built in AMOS 20.0 using maximum likelihood estimation (IBM, 2012). Table 1 shows descriptive and normality statistics for the exogenous and endogenous measures. Mean levels indicate that in each case, isolation was the easiest task, followed by repetition and then deletion. Matched sets of tasks were similar in difficulty with the exception of the TonesNVR tasks which were more difficult than the PhonemesNVR tasks. Table 2 shows the correlations between measures. All correlations within sets of tasks were statistically significant (p < .01) indicating appropriateness for factor analysis (Tabachnik & Fidell, 2007) . Correlations between the control variables and the Decoding factor were .28 (Digit Span), .08 (Corsi block span) and .35 (Matrices).
Results
Confirmatory factor analyses: Creating latent variables to represent components
The Stimulus model
Latent variables (factors) were built that represented the three types of stimulus; Tones, Phonemes and Pseudowords.
Confirmatory factor analyses performed on these three factors, plus the three control variables (verbal short-term memory, visual-spatial short-term memory, and non-verbal reasoning) revealed a good fit to the data; v 2 (78) = 222.7, p < .001, NFI = .905, IFI = .936, CFI = .935, RMSEA = .057, 90% CI = .048-.066.
The Response model
Latent variables were built that represented the two types of response; Non-verbal and Verbal. Confirmatory factor analyses performed on these two factors, plus the three control variables 
A model with a direct link from just the non-verbal response factor to Decoding provided an adequate fit to the data; 
Discussion
Recent research has highlighted the importance of deconstructing complex tasks when investigating the skills that underlie reading (see Protopapas, 2014; Ramus & Ahissar, 2012 for discussions). Similar discussions have arisen in the context of other cognitive abilities, such as executive function and working memory (e.g., Table 2 Correlations between predictor, control, and outcome variables. Fig. 2 . The Stimulus model. Single-headed arrows leading away from the factors represent factor loadings (r). Single headed arrows leading to decoding represent regression weights (b). R 2 for the whole model is shown above Decoding. All correlations (covariances) between factors and between factors and control variables were modelled and were significant at the p < .001 level. For simplicity, covariances and error variances have been omitted from the diagram. Conway et al., 2005; Hughes, 2011) . In our study, we aimed to isolate specific components of phonological tasks and assess their contribution to the prediction of decoding skill. Two key advances were made; first, we outlined a method for separating the demands of complex tasks through combining a matched task design with structural equation modelling. Second, by isolating the separate contributions of each stimulus type and each response type, we were able to explore more precisely the nature of the relationship between phonological processes and reading.
The Stimulus model
According to phonological accounts, individual differences in processing and representing linguistic stimuli are fundamental in predicting reading attainments. The detailed, segmental nature of these representations is critical, and representation at the level of the phoneme is of particular importance (e.g., Melby-Lervag et al., 2012; Snowling, 2000; Snowling & Hulme, 1994) . These components are embodied in classic phonological tasks, which require one to represent a speech code in short-term memory in a segmentally organised fashion, and in the case of isolation and deletion, explicitly break-up the code, and isolate a specific segment. Consistent with phonological accounts, we found that a factor representing simple linguistic stimuli (Phonemes) contributed unique variance over and above a factor representing closely matched comparison tasks without this feature (Tones). In addition, it was shown that a factor representing phonologically complex stimuli (Pseudowords) predicted unique variance in decoding over and above comparison tasks without this feature (Phonemes). These results held even when verbal short-term memory, along with other controls, was co-varied, showing that the effect of stimulus was not driven by the increased memory load involved in processing linguistic stimuli (e.g., due to the stimuli being more complex; Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008) . This finding highlights the importance of stimulus-specific features (the linguistic nature of the stimulus, and the phonological complexity of the stimulus) as important driving forces in the relationship between phonological tasks and reading.
It is of interest that the simple linguistic factor (Phonemes) predicted unique variance in decoding even once the link from the phonologically complex factor (Pseudowords) was included in the Stimulus model. This suggests that efficient access to both simple and complex phonological representations is important for decoding (see Ramus & Szenkovits, 2008) . Since each factor was uniquely predictive, they must have challenged different processes. Whereas the pseudoword tasks demanded the ability to segment complex word-like stimuli, the phoneme tasks challenged access to discrete phonological representations, outside the context of a word. The ability to access discrete phonological representations may be particularly helpful in the early stages of reading, while a child is continuing to build up their store of orthographic knowledge. When a word is unfamiliar, and must be decoded at the level of the phoneme, access to representations of individual phonemes may be useful, over and above access to larger units or whole word representations (e.g. Ehri, 2005) .
The Response model
Classic phonological tasks also require one to produce a detailed phonological output representation, access the relevant articulatory information and produce the motor movements required to pronounce the answer (e.g., see Ramus et al., 2010 the full information-processing model). Previous research has highlighted the importance of phonological output processes to reading. For example, Litt et al. (2013) found that a factor representing tasks with a verbal output fully explained the paired associate learning to reading relationship (matched tasks involving a written response were not significant predictors). In addition, other work has found evidence of a specific phonological output deficit in developmental dyslexia (Hulme & Snowling, 1992) . Although there is an ongoing debate concerning the roles of the awareness and memory aspects of phonological processing (e.g., see Nithart et al., 2011) , classic tasks clearly challenge both phonological memory and awareness as well as loading on phonological input and output processes. By comparing verbal and non-verbal response tasks that used common procedures and by partialing out the effect of verbal and visual-spatial STM, the Response model allowed us to specifically tap the role of phonological output processes while controlling for memory demands as closely as possible (e.g., using the mappings between stimulus and 'alien' in the non-verbal response tasks). In line with previous research, we found that the factor representing verbal response tasks predicted unique variance in decoding over and above the non-verbal response factor. This highlights the importance of producing a verbal response in the relationship between phonological tasks and reading. Finally, the finding that the non-verbal response tasks in the Response model were not uniquely predictive implies that these tasks were 'neutral'. In other words, having the tasks in this format does not contribute anything additional in the context of our models. It does not mean that non-verbal skills on their own do not make a contribution to reading, as demonstrated by the significant effect of the non-verbal factor before the verbal factor was added to the model, and as evidenced by previous studies that have found non-verbal response phonological tasks to be good predictors of reading (e.g., Carroll, Snowling, Hulme, & Stevenson, 2003; Gayan & Olson, 2003) .
Limitations
It is of note that we were not able to isolate the unique contribution of each component while in competition with all other components in the present study. Due to the nature of latent variable modelling (which was designed to model separate factors that show the best fit to the data), it was not possible to enter stimulus and response factors into the same model (as they would involve loadings onto the same tasks; each stimulus must have a response). Therefore, it was not possible to isolate unique contributions of stimulus and response at the same time. Instead, we isolated the importance of each type of stimulus in the Stimulus model and the separate importance of each type of response in the Response model. One possibility for future designs may be to include receptive tasks that do not require an explicit response in order to separate the two mechanisms.
Another point to make is that our task design was not fully factorial meaning that we were unable to investigate possible interactions between complex phonological stimuli and response mode, and between non-linguistic stimuli and response mode. Therefore we can only interpret the contribution of each component within the context in which it was investigated. Specifically, we found that phonologically complex stimuli (pseudowords) were uniquely important to decoding, over and above simple linguistic stimuli (phonemes) but only in the context of a verbal response. And we found that a verbal response was uniquely important to decoding, over and above matched non-verbal tasks, but only in the context of simple linguistic stimuli (phonemes). Future research would benefit from including additional conditions in their design.
Finally, although we successfully investigated three important components of phonological tasks in the present study, we did not isolate every task characteristic. Components that we did not explicitly manipulate include phonological memory, attention and speed. A similar approach could be applied to create matched tasks that vary along these dimensions in order to isolate their specific effect (e.g. by comparing shorter and longer pseudowords to manipulate phonological memory). These types of designs could be fruitfully combined with a latent variable modelling approach in future research.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we found that two stimulus-specific components of phonological tasks; (a) the simple linguistic nature of the stimulus, and (b) the phonological complexity of the stimulus (within the context of a verbal response) were uniquely predictive of early decoding outcomes, over and above comparison measures without these components. We also found that (c) the production of a verbal response (within the context of a linguistic stimulus), was uniquely predictive of early decoding skills, over and above comparison measures with a non-verbal response. Therefore, we suggest that all three components play a role in driving the relationship between phonological tasks and reading. The results support phonological theories of reading, highlighting the importance of both phonological input (creation and access to representations -the Stimulus model) and output (articulation -the Response model) processes to early reading skills. Finally, by demonstrating contributions from multiple stimulus and response factors, our findings provide fresh support for multivariate models of reading that go beyond classic single-factor explanations (e.g., Pennington, 2006 This study demonstrated that using carefully matched tasks as indicators for latent variables provides a powerful approach to breaking down complex processes. Although we focussed on three of the most basic characteristics of phonological tasks in the current study, this approach could be used to address a number of outstanding questions about the nature of phonological tasks and their role in reading achievement (e.g., the roles of memory and speed). Of course the challenges of deconstructing complex tasks apply outside reading research, and we believe that the approach used here can serve as a valuable model in other domains, such as executive function and components of language.
